In this paper we discuss stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problems (ELSP), i.e., settings where several items need to be produced in a common facility with limited capacity, under significant uncertainty regarding demands, production times, setup times, or combinations thereof. We propose a class of production/ inventory strategies for stochastic ELSPs and describe how a strategy which minimizes holding, backlogging, and setup costs within this class can be effectively determined and evaluated. The proposed class of strategies is simple but rich and effective: when the facility is assigned to a given item, production continues until either a specific target inventory level is reached or a specific production batch has been completed; the different items are produced in a given sequence or rotation cycle, possibly with idle times inserted between the completion of an item's production batch and the setup for the next item. An optimal strategy within the class can be determined, and all relevant performance measures can be evaluated in just a few CPU seconds, using a 486-based PC. We also derive a number of easily computable lower bounds for the optimal cost value and establish a comparison with deterministic ELSPs.
Introduction and Summary
We discuss stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problems (ELSP), i.e., settings where several items need to be produced in a common facility with limited capacity, under significant uncertainty regarding demands, production times, setup times, or combinations thereof. We propose a class of production/ inventory strategies and describe how a strategy which minimizes holding, backlogging, and setup costs within this class can be effectively determined and evaluated. The proposed class of cyclical base-stock strategies is simple but rich and effective: when the facility is assigned to a given item, production continues until either a specific target inventory level is reached or a specific production batch has been completed; the different items are produced in a given sequence, possibly with idle times inserted between the completion of an item's production batch and the setup for the next item. An optimal strategy within the class can be determined and all relevant performance measures can be evaluated in just a few CPU seconds, using a 486-based PC. We also establish comparisons with several alternative production systems, in particular, deterministic ELSPs and settings where each item has a dedicated facility. These comparisons characterize the price that is to be paid for various sources of uncertainty or shared capacity units.
In spite of its importance as a natural and basic model for the interaction between related products, little is known about the general model. Deterministic versions have been addressed via mixed integer models, which in general are difficult to solve; see the recent survey by Salomon (1990) or the so-called deterministic ELSP in are therefore difficult to estimate and are subject to change over time. Moreover, instead of being fixed and exogenously given, they are in fact dependent on the specific production strategy employed. Finally, systems with setup times exhibit important qualitative differences as opposed to those without such setup times. On the other hand, there are many settings where incremental setup costs are incurred in addition to or instead of setup times. Duenyas and Van Oyen (1993) describe examples in the production of asphalt shingles. Our paper simultaneously considers general setup costs and setup times.
A few other papers deal with dynamic or semidynamic scheduling policies for systems with setup costs or times. Browne and Yechiali (1989a, b) and Duenyas and Van Oyen (1992) deal with the special case of systems without inventories. None of their (semi-) dynamic scheduling rules can be evaluated analytically. Zipkin (1986) and Karmarkar (1987) address models with setup times and costs; they consider settings in which the production facility fails to have timely information about finished goods inventories and restrict themselves to a class of strategies under which production batches are triggered by independent single item (r, q)-rules, and priority between batches is determined on a FIFO basis. Leachman and Gascon (1988) , Leachman et al. (1991) , and Bourland and Yano (1991, 1994) consider semidynamic adaptations of the deterministic rotation cycle policy. These heuristics can not be evaluated analytically. Graves (1980) proposes a method requiring the solution of 2N -N -1 single item Markov Decision problems where N denotes the number of distinct items.
As observed by Sarkar and Zangwill (1989) , the basic cyclical polling model (with exhaustive or gated service) represents the special control rule in our proposed class of strategies in which the base stock levels equal zero and no idle times are inserted; see Takagi (1986 Takagi ( , 1990 ) for recent surveys.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In ?2 we describe the model, and in ?3 the proposed class of production strategies and an efficient method for identifying and evaluating an optimal strategy within this class. In ?4 we report on a numerical study in which the proposed production strategy and its cost value are compared with those arising in deterministic FEDERGRUEN AND KATALAN The Stochastic Economic Lot Scheduling Problem versions, or in settings where each item is produced on a dedicated facility. We also comment on the sensitivity of various performance measures with respect to certain parameters.
The Basic Model
Consider a system with N distinct items, with demands generated by independent demand Poisson processes;
Xi is the demand rate of item i (i = 1, ..., N) and X = zN=1 sX. (See ?3 for generalizations of the results in this paper to compound Poisson demand processes.) The N items are produced in a common facility which can produce at most one item at a time. Production times for individual units are independent; those of item i are identically distributed with cdf S;( ), mean si < ?? and kth moment Sk) (k 2 2) (i = 1, . . ., N). A setup time with cdf Ri(-), first moment ri < oo and kth moment r(k) (k 2 2) is incurred whenever the facility starts producing item i after being idle or after producing some other item. Consecutive setup times are independent. (More generally, our results are easily extended to the case of sequence dependent setup times; see the discussion below.) The utilization rate for item i is pi = Xisi; that of the system equals p = ,I=I Pi. We assume the system is stable, i.e., p < 1. Unfilled demand is backlogged.
Three types of costs are incurred. Let hi(x)(pi(x)) = the inventory carrying (backlogging) cost for item i per unit of time at which x units of item i are carried in stock (backlogged) (i = 1, . . ., N). Ki = the setup cost incurred per setup of item i (i= 1.,N).
The functions hi(-) and pi(-) are convex and nondecreasing. The objective is to minimize the long run costs per unit time. Often, one prefers to control stockouts via service level constraints, e.g., lower bounds on the items' fill rate. This variant of the model calls for a minor adjustment; see ?3. Second, base-stock policies are a natural generalization of the rotation cycle policies advocated for deterministic ELSPs where they are close to optimal under most reasonable parameter combinations; see, e.g., Jones and Inman (1989) . Also, a base-stock policy governs each item's inventory via a variant of a (T, S)-rule. Under a pure (T, S)-rule, the item's inventory position is increased to a base-stock level S every T time units; under a base-stock policy, production of a given item is likewise continued until a fixed "target level" is reached, but the interreplenishment interval T is somewhat random. (T, S) rules are among the most widely used policies in single item systems; see, e.g., Silver and Peterson (1985) . They are also effective in coordinating replenishments across items so as to exploit economies of scale; see, e.g., Atkins and lyogun (1988) . Finally, an alternative generalization of the rotation cycle policies for deterministic ELSPs would prescribe a cyclical schedule with fixed production and idle time intervals of appropriately chosen lengths and hence random target levels S. However, no acceptable analytical method is known (or, as shown in Borst 1994, is even likely to exist) to evaluate a single such time-window policy, let alone to identify the best N-vector of production windows. Leachman and Gascon's (1988) heuristic can be viewed as a variant of the time-window policies.
A Class of Production
One may consider certain dynamic adjustments of base-stock policies, e.g., (i) where an item is skipped when it is its turn to be produced but its inventory is still at its base-stock level, or (ii) where upon completion of an item the facility switches to one with the largest shortfall from its base-stock level (perhaps weighted by the holding cost rate), or (iii) the length of the inserted idle times is determined dynamically. No analytical evaluation method is available for any of these dynamic adjustments. Moreover, they do not need to result in improvements; see, e.g., Duenyas and Van Oyen (1992) . Also, the event under which an item is skipped under policy (i) is rare under reasonably large utilization rates and/or cycle times, so that the performance measures of the static base-stock policy may be used as a good approximation for those of the dynamic policy (i), even if the latter is desired. Bertsimas and Xu (1993) show, for make-to-order systems, that policy (ii) is often inferior to a static policy.
Contrary to the case of deterministic ELSPs, the chosen permutation cycle has an impact on various performance measures, albeit very minor compared to that of the base-stock levels and idle times; see ?4 for details. Thus, for all practical purposes, a single permutation can be chosen arbitrarily. In case setup times are sequence dependent, we suggest to choose the permutation which optimizes the Traveling Salesman Problem with the mean switchover time between items i and j as the distance between them. (1) Since the system is stable (p < 1) it is easily verified to be regenerative, e.g., at epochs at which production of item 1 is terminated while the inventory levels of all items equal their respective base-stock levels (i.e., in the corresponding polling system, the system is empty). In particular, the processes ILi(t)) and Li(t)) converge to steady-state distributions ILi and Li (i = 1, .. ., N). Likewise, let Ci = the steady-state cycle time i.e., the time between two consecutive epochs at which production of item i is started ( We now show how ?(NA) can efficiently be evaluated. In view of (3) and proposition 1, the evaluation is straightforward given the distributions of ILi; i = 1, ..., NJ. In the next subsection, we describe a fast method to determine the Li-distributions for any initial value of Ai. An even faster procedure (in subsection 3.3) can be used for any subsequent values of A, as required when searching for an optimal value of A. REMARK 2. Based on partial results in Katalan (1995, p. 144), we claim that nothing is gained by implementing random idle times.
Evaluation of the Li-distributions
Federgruen and Katalan (1994) recently developed an efficient algorithm to compute the complete steady-state queue size distributions in polling systems. While approximate, the method is remarkably accurate as verified in an extensive simulation study. Here, we confine ourselves to a brief description of this method. See the appendix for a complete algorithmic description.
Fix i = 1, . . . , N. Let Xi be the steady-state number of customers at station i at a polling instant there, i.e., an instant when the server is ready to resume service and Bi the busy period at station i, i.e., the amount of time service is provided at station i during an arbitrary cycle. It follows from Fuhrmann and Cooper (1985) that Li can be decomposed as the independent sum of two simpler components: It is also possible to use mixed service, i.e., to provide a different type of service to different items, treating some items with exhaustive and some with gated service. Optimality of a single idle time per cycle, the above fast initial evaluation method of C() and its enhancement for subsequent evaluations, all continue to apply with minor modifications; see Federgruen and Katalan (1993, 1994) .
Comparison with Alternative Lot Scheduling Systems and Numerical Study
The most common strategies for ELSPs are those derived for their deterministic version. A straightforward adaptation of the deterministic rotation cycle strategy to our stochastic setting, specifies a base-stock policy in which each item's base-stock level and the idle time per cycle are chosen as the maximum inventory level and idle time under the deterministic rotation cycle policy. In this section, we report on a numerical study which compares this heuristic with an optimal base-stock rule. We also establish comparisons with several alternative production systems, in particular deterministic ELSPs and settings where each item has a dedicated facility. These comparisons characterize the price to be paid for various sources of uncertainty or shared capacity. We first evaluate the minimum average cost incurred if the facility could be dedicated exclusively to each item and if production could be initiated without setup time. This is clearly a lower bound for the minimum system-wide cost under any feasible policy. It decomposes into N stochastic single item problems for which an (s, S)-policy is optimal; see Federgruen and Zheng (1993) . Under an (s, S) policy, production of the item is continued until a target level S is reached, and production is resumed when inventory drops to a level s < S. Federgruen and Zheng also show how the optimal (s, S)-parameters and the corresponding minimum average cost value Z(s, S) can be computed with a fast optimization procedure.
The cost of an optimal deterministic rotation cycle is another lower bound for the minimum cost value among all stochastic base-stock (but not necessarily among all feasible) policies. This bound can be represented by a closed form expression. Consider, e.g., the most prevalent case where all inventory and backlogging costs are linear, i.e., hi(x) = hix and pi(x) = pix for given constants hi, pi > 0 (i = 1, . . ., N) The following performance measures have been evaluated. (All these measures refer to the case of exhaustive service, except for Zgated defined below.) ab = the maximum difference across all items between the base-stock level in the optimal (stochastic) base-stock rule and the base-stock level in the optimal rotation cycle in the deterministic version of the ELSP. bs = the base-stock level in the optimal stochastic base-stock rule for which the maximum difference Ab is achieved. Cs = the expected cycle length in the optimal stochastic base-stock rule (identical for all items; see (2)). CD = the length of the optimal deterministic rotation cycle. As = the inserted idle time in the optimal stochastic base-stock rule. AD = the idle time in the optimal deterministic rotation cycle. Zs = the cost value of the optimal stochastic basestock rule under exhaustive service. zgated = the cost value of the optimal stochastic basestock rule under gated service. ZSD = the cost value of the stochastic base-stock rule obtained by adapting the optimal rotation cycle to the stochastic setting, as explained above.
Finally ZD and Z(s, S) are the two lower bounds described above.
The specific values of these performance measures for all 360 instances can be found in Katalan (1995) . Here, we display (in Table 1 ) the results for one of the sets, set 1. The results imply a number of important conclusions: first, to appropriately manage the risk due to uncertain demands, production, and setup times, an optimal base-stock policy employs significantly less idle time, i.e., significantly shorter cycles than the optimal rotation cycle in the deterministic version. In other words, reducing the uncertainty in the system results not only in a significant cost reduction but allows for a larger fraction of the available capacity to be reserved for new or unanticipated activities. The value CS/CD can be as large as 1.47; that of /D//AS can be as large as 4.4. Second, comparing the Zs and ZD measures, one concludes that a very significant price is paid for the uncertainty in the demand processes, production and setup times. The ratio ZS /ZD is sometimes as large as 4; this ratio increases significantly in all problem instances as the cost of backlogging (p) is increased. In other words, the cost of unreliable production or setup times or that of variable demands is particularly large when a high level of service is required. The cost ratio does not vary significantly with h, the cost rate of carrying inventories; it decreases significantly as K, the setup cost, is increased. This is due to the fact that with larger values of K, the average setup cost component becomes more dominant and while it is larger than the average setup cost in the deterministic version, due to the use of less idle times and smaller cycle lengths, the increase in this component is less significant than that of the carrying and backlogging cost component. Another important observation is that the base-stock level rule obtained from a straightforward adaptation of the deterministic ELSP version can perform rather poorly. This is apparent when comparing Zs with ZSD. The ratio ZSD/ZS can be as large as 3.98. Like the ratio ZS /ZD discussed above, the latter ratio tends to increase significantly with p. It is rather insensitive to variations in h, but tends to increase significantly as K decreases. (In this case, monotonicity with respect to p and K sometimes fails to apply.) Similarly, significant differences can be observed between the base-stock levels employed by an optimal stochastic base-stock rule and those obtained by adapting The ratio Ob / bs can be as large as 1 and as small as -1.
Finally, the above lower bound Z(s, S) can be used to assess the increase in operating cost, which is due to the fact that the different items compete for the availability of the same facility rather than having access to a dedicated facility. This comparison is therefore useful in capacity studies. Similar to the ratio ZS/ZD, the ratio Zs/ Z(s, S) tends to increase with p, decreases with K and is rather invariant to changes in h.
The above observations regarding the comparison of Zs with ZD and Zs with ZSD hold across the board under light, moderate, and heavy (total) utilization rates. The ratios of these cost measures fail to be monotone in p.
We have observed that exhaustive service policies outperform gated service policies in all 360 instances; however, the gap between the two policies tends to become smaller as higher levels of service (p/h ratios) are required. This leads us to conjecture that exhaustive service is preferred as long as the cost structure is identical for all items and as long as the required service level is not extremely high. Additional support for this conjecture is provided by Theorem 3 in Levy et al. (1990) , showing that the expected total amount of work in the system is almost surely smaller under exhaustive service than under gated service. However, under nonidentical cost structures, gated service may outperform exhaustive service more readily. To verify this, we have repeated the 36 instances in set 2, merely scaling the holding and backlogging cost rates for the fast moving items (1, 4) down by a factor of 100, while leaving those of the remaining three items unaltered. Gated service outperforms exhaustive service, sometimes by as much as 4.2%, whenever pi/hi 2 5, i.e., whenever a significantly high service level is required. An example in Katalan (1995) also exhibits that a mixed policy may both be better than or worse than each of the pure alternatives.
Figure 1 displays for sets 1, 4, and 7 the percentage cost increase incurred when using the deterministic policy in the stochastic environment, i.e., 100(ZSD -Zs)/ Zs, as a function of the backlogging cost, taking averages over the six considered holding cost parameters. Similarly, Figure 2 displays for sets 2, 5, and 8 the same percentage cost increase as a function of the setup costs. Figures 3 and 4 exhibit for sets 3, 6 , and 9 the relative discrepancies between Zs and the two considered alternatives ZD and Z(s, S), respectively, i.e., 100(Zs -ZD)/ ZD and 100(Zs -Z(s, S))/Zs as a function of the backlogging costs, taking averages over the six considered setup costs.
As observed in ?3, the specific permutation in which the items are produced in each cycle has some impact on the cost performance, contrary to the deterministic case where the cost of any rotation cycle is invariant to the chosen permutation; see (9). However, the cost differences are very small; changing the permutation may reduce the cost value by a few percentage points only, even for settings with a high utilization rate and large imbalance between the items' workloads. Thus for all practical purposes, an arbitrary permutation can be selected. To illustrate these conclusions, we have chosen the ninth instance of problem set 1 (with p = 0. 
